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NEW TEREX® CEDARAPIDS 
CRS620S SCREEN PLANT 
handles wider range of applications 
and more capacity 

Terex® Minerals Processing Systems 
(Terex MPS) has expanded its CR Se
ries portable Jllant line with the ad

dition of the Terex® Cedarapids CRS620S 
screen plant. The revolutionary plant fea
tures the next generation, patent pending 
LJ-TSV screen. The new screen increases 
production and handles applications not 
possible with traditional horizontal screens 
because it combines the legendary EI-Jay™ 

high g-force oval stroke motion with adjust
able slope operation. This plant can handle 
larger deck loads and larger screen open
ings. Hydraulics quickly change the screen 
slope in 2S increments up to a maximum 
of 7.5° to best fit the application. Screen 
openings up to 6 inch (152 mm) are pos
sible. Patent pending slant spring screen 
suspension provides stability at all slopes. 
The plant utilises large capacity conveyors 

PRETORIUS PLANT HIRE 
takes on Kubota Mini Excavators 

Well-known Bloemfontein plant hire 
company, Pretorius Plant Hire (PPH), 
is excited by the new Kubota mini-ex

cavator range and has bought its first Kubota 
U50 which it is currently using on its own con
tracts. PPH, which was founded in 1993 has 
been a Kubota dealer since 2004. 

Kubota is distributed in South Africa by Smith 
Power Equipment (SPE). 

PPH 's Maryke Pretorius says that she is ex
cited about the performance of the U50 and 
about the possibility of acquiring more of these 
machines for hiring out. "Over the years we 
have been more than satisfied with the Kubota 
product and with the service of SPE. We look 
forward to having the Kubota mini-excavator 
range in stock as we believe there will be a 
huge demand for these tough, powerful and 
reliable little machines that have a very wide 
range of applications," she says. 
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The Kubota mini-excavator range, which was 
launched in South Africa only a few months 
ago, is already in huge demand. But this is not 
unusual. Its unique features of zero tail-swing 
and zero boom-swing have made it a hit the 
world over. 

In the 1980s, the developing mini excava
tor market revealed how important the zero 
boom-swing and zero tail-swing features 
of the mini excavator were in the chang
ing dynamics of construction sites. In the 
1990s Kubota took the lead by launching 
its world class mini excavator integrating 
both of these features for the global market. 
Kubota 's Zero Boom-Swing enables opera
tion in very tight and confined spaces as the 
mini excavator can operate without having 
to move. Kubota's Zero Tail-Swing always 
keeps the tail of the mini excavator within 
track-width when swivelling, enabling opera
tion in tight and confined spaces. 

to handle the high production capabilities 
of the new LJ-TSV screen. The 48 inch (1 
219 mm) wide fines conveyor with its ele
vated discharge and the two 30 inch (762 
mm) wide reversible cross conveyors which 
extend up to 42 inch (1 067 mm) beyond 
the main frame, easily feed off -plant convey
ors. Roll-away blending chutes and extend
ed walkways allow easy access to screen 
cloth. The patented low-maintenance flex 
shaft screen drive eliminates drive belt in
fluence on the screen motion , belt whip, belt 
slippage, and spring loaded belt tensioners. 
There are no drive adjustments necessary 
when the screen slope is altered. In addi
tion, the new flex shaft drive folds for travel , 
without shaft disassembly, to minimize plant 
transport width . 

Ed Sauser, Product Manager at Terex MPS 
states, "The addition of this new plant to 
our CR series portable plant line gives our 
customers a product that will handle more 
applications than other screen plants on the 
market. The increased capabilities, higher 
production , enhanced durability, and main
tenance friendly features make it an indus
try leader in productivity. " 

For more information on Terex Minerals 
Processing Systems crushing and screen
ing products or customer support please 
contact your local distributor. Details can be 
found at www.terexmps.com 0 

The unique features of zero tail-swing and 
zero boom-swing have made the Kubota 
mini-excavator range a hit the world over. 

SPE's Tom Bloom says he is delighted that 
long-time dealer PPH has ventured into the 
mini-excavator arena. "They are very profes
sional operators and we look forward to their 
successes with this phenomenal product," 
he says. 

For more info on Kubota please call Smith Pow
er Equipment on 011 284 2000. 


